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bring jane austen s famous novel to life with 8 dolls and 48 period
costumes for church afternoon teas weekend visits neighborhood
balls and a wedding lively southern belles one a bride each with 5
elegant ensembles 16 plates drawn from the paper doll collection
of the boston children s museum this volume reproduces in full
color two historic cut out paper dolls and 30 authentic and
exquisite costumes the dolls and outfits were originally published
in the boston herald s sunday supplements during 1895 96
perforated for easy removal two reversible dolls represent a
terrific variety of professions in the fields of science technology
engineering arts and mathematics thirty two colorful costumes
include astronaut doctor architect chef many other professions 10
dolls and 14 costumes based on the much loved musical come
with two background settings perfect for a paper doll production of
the operetta or as a keepsake for gilbert and sullivan fans four
dolls and 38 full color costumes portray a proper victorian era
family at work and play dresses with bustles morning suits
sporting wear much more 12 plates two dolls 16 costumes worn
from a d 12001350 includes tunics chain mail armor and fur
trimmed capes for men gowns brocaded tunics and a sleeveless
chemise for women among the best loved books of all time louise
may alcott s little women has appealed to generations of readers
this charming paper doll collection recreates all four of the genial
title characters featured in that literary classic here in full color are
practical meg tomboyish jo gentle beth and curly haired amy the
four dolls can be dressed in 16 different mid victorian outfits all
based on scenes from the popular novel included are costumes for
the celebrated christmas play practical daytime wear consisting of
capes shawls aprons and dresses and a bridal dress trimmed with
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ruffles and lace for meg s wedding a delight for collectors and
paper doll fans of all ages this wonderful collection will also thrill
readers who still have warm memories of alcott s timeless tale one
long legged beauty 25 chic outfits luxurious capes and furs
spectacular suits dresses gowns and glamorous wigs also 3 male
figures dressed in formal and casual attire 16 plates fairy tale fans
big and small can dress up princess leonora 8 plates of elegant full
color costumes feature a ball gown tiara riding outfit conical hat
and more the doll is perforated for easy removal one doll and 8
costumes for the lilac fairy and the fairy of the crystal fountain in
the sleeping beauty for titania in a midsummer night s dream and
5 other sprites four adorable paper dolls will provide hours of
imaginative play for children ages 4 to 8 daisy jasmine lily and
rose each come with two colorful outfits and accessories for all
four seasons apretty little doll with 8 costumes for dorothy in the
wizard of oz becky thatcher of tom sawyer fame alice in
wonderland heidi pollyanna and 3 others dress 8 dolls in 24 great
outfits among them flared slacks a cartoon sweatshirt a summer
dress over matching cotton shorts cut off jeans and a classic
wedding dress cross dressing entertainers of both genders include
comedic performers such as jerry lewis and milton berle plus
barbra streisand yentl dustin hoffman tootsie and others 17 dolls
and 30 costumes mature content one adorable doll and 8
costumes for practice sessions dance of the clowns kitty capers
toy shop jamboree a yankee doodle tap number and more one
teenaged doll comes with 8 stylish outfits including casual and
formal attire authentic detail from the era that gave the world an
energy crisis runaway inflation punk rock and saturday night fever
comes this vibrant collection of styles from the 1970s a lively
american family of paper dolls models the decade s distinctive
fashions in a nostalgic tribune to a time when everyone wanted to
have a nice day seven dolls a mother and father their four children
and son in law are accompanied by wardrobes appropriate for
work school jogging skiing skateboarding dancing and a wedding
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garments include a string bikini colorful t shirts a polyester
business suit with wide lapels and flared cuffs hot pants knee high
patent leather books bell bottoms pantsuits a disco dress with
spaghetti straps a chanel style suit tuxedos a floor length wedding
gown with a fitted bodice and much more sure to delight collectors
and paper doll enthusiasts of all ages this fashion retrospective
will also appeal to anyone with fond memories of the 1970s two
dolls each wearing a dress improver or bustle are accompanied by
a lavish wardrobe of 26 costumes including a riding outfit walking
dress visiting gown for afternoon calls a seaside promenade
costume elegant ball gowns and a bridal outfit with a sash of
orange blossoms a delightful treasure for paper doll fans and
students of costume design and fashion history each of four dolls
comes with several imaginative outfits plus a full complement of
playfully bizarre accessories costumes include pirate vampire
hunter witch and more plus two bonus costumes available online
step back into the mid 19th century with the rugged charm of this
paper doll family of pioneers nine dolls come with 36 costumes for
work and play buckskins calico frocks cowboy outfits and more
plus a cutout of a covered wagon an introduction and notes offer
descriptive details highland lass with 8 full color outfits bagpiper s
costume in ross tartan traditional gown of homespun and plaid
shawl in macrae tartan modern blazer and kilts of mac gillivray
tartan 5 more four wide eyed dolls rendered in the popular
japanese cartoon style come with more than 30 cute outfits
representing an imaginative variety of roles including astronaut
samurai pirate cowgirl and soccer player 2 handsome dolls and 16
authentic costumes elaborately decorated tunics brocaded silk
stoles shirts enhanced with patterned applique pantaloons of rich
silk elaborate headdresses and more introduced on a grand scale
at the 1925 paris international exposition the new art deco style
expressed modernity and new technologies that were changing
the world in the realm of fashion it was the new chic representing
glamour luxury and a sleek style tom tierney captures fashion
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highlights from that period in this spectacular paper doll review
two dolls and 28 costumes focus on an array of dramatic creations
by outstanding designers of the early twentieth century included
are a fur trimmed cloak with an abstract modern design by paul
poiret a tightly pleated and richly colored gown by mariano fortuny
helen dryden s day dress in stark zebra stripes a daring two piece
knit swimsuit featuring a bare midriff as well as dramatic designs
by sonia delaunay jeanne lanvin coco chanel and other noted
designers an additional page features hats of the period
everything from an exotic poiret turban to schiaparelli s novel
shoe hat an exciting display of elegant style and cool
sophistication this collection will not only delight paper doll fans
but will also thrill collectors and devotees of art deco four paper
dolls 25 clothing stencils and 24 patterns offer design materials for
an endless array of style combinations includes a versatile
selection of shoes belts bags and scarves dress this little miss
from the far east in 8 traditional full color costumes among them
an unusual straw raincoat and hat a long cheongsam or hong kong
sheath a floor length tibetan bridal dress a multi layered garment
worn by a cast member of the peking opera and 4 others 10 dolls
37 costumes recall american fashions at the beginning of the
century through wwi dresses sportswear military attire wedding
fashions children s styles more introduction descriptive notes 2
dolls boy and girl and 29 costumes for gardening a dinner party
formal dance boating tennis baseball other activities rendered with
period accuracy and precise detail a celebrated paper doll artist of
the 1930s queen holden created books adored by children and
adults alike today her vintage dolls are particularly prized by
collectors this collection features two dolls a cherubic boy and girl
with a wardrobe of more than 30 outfits plus accessories three
paper dolls model 30 of givenchy s elegant dresses suits gowns
and other garments from the 1950s 80s movie costumes include
audrey hepburn s little black dresses from sabrina and breakfast at
tiffany s a charming young ballerina and eightbeautiful costumes
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from favorite ballets including the nutcracker firebird sleeping
beauty petrouchka don quixote and more paper dolls fans and
history buffs will treasure this collection featuring one of the world
s most famous and fascinating couples figures of napoleon and his
empress josephine are accompanied by lavish costumes for their
wedding coronation and other important occasions 2 costumed
dolls 14 additional costumes four reversible dolls and 16 pages of
costumes include glamorous outfits for photo shoots around the
globe as well as parties galas picnics and the traditional runway
show finale a wedding extravaganza four families 34 dolls and 170
authentic costumes take children and doll enthusiasts on a fun and
educational journey through american history from the 1650s to
the 1860s 11 dolls model 30 costumes worn in lavish musical
extravaganzas figures of anna held helen morgan billie burke
marilyn miller and other stars four dolls depict ardent romeo lovely
juliet sympathetic friar laurence and juliet s jolly nurse
accompanied by 24 colorful and authentic renaissance costumes
plus assorted accessories and a balcony scene on inside covers
two appealing realistic dolls and 24 charming costumes all based
on actual dress of victorian period detailed carefully researched
apparel includes riding habit rose trimmed ballet costume sailor
suits ice skating outfits clothes for attending a birthday party more
numerous accessories five dolls and 35 costumes re create the pin
up art of the 1940s and 50s activities range from ironing and
taking a bubble bath to dressing up as a french maid pirate or
ballerina includes mature content 4 delightful dolls 28 authentic
period costumes based on 19th century children s book
illustrations
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Pride and Prejudice Paper Dolls
1997-01-01
bring jane austen s famous novel to life with 8 dolls and 48 period
costumes for church afternoon teas weekend visits neighborhood
balls and a wedding

Southern Belles Paper Dolls 1993-01-01
lively southern belles one a bride each with 5 elegant ensembles
16 plates

Antique Fashion Paper Dolls of the
1890s 1984-05
drawn from the paper doll collection of the boston children s
museum this volume reproduces in full color two historic cut out
paper dolls and 30 authentic and exquisite costumes the dolls and
outfits were originally published in the boston herald s sunday
supplements during 1895 96

Girl Power Paper Dolls 2018-02-15
perforated for easy removal two reversible dolls represent a
terrific variety of professions in the fields of science technology
engineering arts and mathematics thirty two colorful costumes
include astronaut doctor architect chef many other professions

Mikado Paper Dolls 2003
10 dolls and 14 costumes based on the much loved musical come
with two background settings perfect for a paper doll production of
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the operetta or as a keepsake for gilbert and sullivan fans

Victorian Family Paper Dolls
1999-01-01
four dolls and 38 full color costumes portray a proper victorian era
family at work and play dresses with bustles morning suits
sporting wear much more 12 plates

Medieval Costumes Paper Dolls 1996
two dolls 16 costumes worn from a d 12001350 includes tunics
chain mail armor and fur trimmed capes for men gowns brocaded
tunics and a sleeveless chemise for women

Little Women Paper Dolls 1994
among the best loved books of all time louise may alcott s little
women has appealed to generations of readers this charming
paper doll collection recreates all four of the genial title characters
featured in that literary classic here in full color are practical meg
tomboyish jo gentle beth and curly haired amy the four dolls can
be dressed in 16 different mid victorian outfits all based on scenes
from the popular novel included are costumes for the celebrated
christmas play practical daytime wear consisting of capes shawls
aprons and dresses and a bridal dress trimmed with ruffles and
lace for meg s wedding a delight for collectors and paper doll fans
of all ages this wonderful collection will also thrill readers who still
have warm memories of alcott s timeless tale
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Fashion Model Paper Doll 1993-01-01
one long legged beauty 25 chic outfits luxurious capes and furs
spectacular suits dresses gowns and glamorous wigs also 3 male
figures dressed in formal and casual attire 16 plates

Princess Leonora Paper Doll
2007-06-01
fairy tale fans big and small can dress up princess leonora 8 plates
of elegant full color costumes feature a ball gown tiara riding outfit
conical hat and more the doll is perforated for easy removal

Ballerina Fairies Paper Doll 1996-04-01
one doll and 8 costumes for the lilac fairy and the fairy of the
crystal fountain in the sleeping beauty for titania in a midsummer
night s dream and 5 other sprites

Flower Friends Paper Dolls 2015-09-16
four adorable paper dolls will provide hours of imaginative play for
children ages 4 to 8 daisy jasmine lily and rose each come with
two colorful outfits and accessories for all four seasons

Favorite Storybook Characters Paper
Doll 1997-07-10
apretty little doll with 8 costumes for dorothy in the wizard of oz
becky thatcher of tom sawyer fame alice in wonderland heidi
pollyanna and 3 others
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American Family of the 1990s Paper
Dolls 2003-04-14
dress 8 dolls in 24 great outfits among them flared slacks a
cartoon sweatshirt a summer dress over matching cotton shorts
cut off jeans and a classic wedding dress

Life's a Drag! Paper Dolls 2012-01-17
cross dressing entertainers of both genders include comedic
performers such as jerry lewis and milton berle plus barbra
streisand yentl dustin hoffman tootsie and others 17 dolls and 30
costumes mature content

Kimberly the Little Ballerina Paper Doll
1999-01-20
one adorable doll and 8 costumes for practice sessions dance of
the clowns kitty capers toy shop jamboree a yankee doodle tap
number and more

Charlotte of the Old South Paper Dolls
1998-01-13
one teenaged doll comes with 8 stylish outfits including casual and
formal attire authentic detail

American Family of the 1970s Paper
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Dolls 2001-12-01
from the era that gave the world an energy crisis runaway inflation
punk rock and saturday night fever comes this vibrant collection of
styles from the 1970s a lively american family of paper dolls
models the decade s distinctive fashions in a nostalgic tribune to a
time when everyone wanted to have a nice day seven dolls a
mother and father their four children and son in law are
accompanied by wardrobes appropriate for work school jogging
skiing skateboarding dancing and a wedding garments include a
string bikini colorful t shirts a polyester business suit with wide
lapels and flared cuffs hot pants knee high patent leather books
bell bottoms pantsuits a disco dress with spaghetti straps a chanel
style suit tuxedos a floor length wedding gown with a fitted bodice
and much more sure to delight collectors and paper doll
enthusiasts of all ages this fashion retrospective will also appeal to
anyone with fond memories of the 1970s

High Victorian Fashions Paper Dolls
2001-12-01
two dolls each wearing a dress improver or bustle are
accompanied by a lavish wardrobe of 26 costumes including a
riding outfit walking dress visiting gown for afternoon calls a
seaside promenade costume elegant ball gowns and a bridal outfit
with a sash of orange blossoms a delightful treasure for paper doll
fans and students of costume design and fashion history

Steampunk Paper Dolls 2012-11-21
each of four dolls comes with several imaginative outfits plus a full
complement of playfully bizarre accessories costumes include
pirate vampire hunter witch and more plus two bonus costumes
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available online

American Pioneer Family Paper Dolls
1996-01-01
step back into the mid 19th century with the rugged charm of this
paper doll family of pioneers nine dolls come with 36 costumes for
work and play buckskins calico frocks cowboy outfits and more
plus a cutout of a covered wagon an introduction and notes offer
descriptive details

Little Scottish Girl Paper Doll
1993-02-01
highland lass with 8 full color outfits bagpiper s costume in ross
tartan traditional gown of homespun and plaid shawl in macrae
tartan modern blazer and kilts of mac gillivray tartan 5 more

Manga Paper Dolls 2013-04-17
four wide eyed dolls rendered in the popular japanese cartoon
style come with more than 30 cute outfits representing an
imaginative variety of roles including astronaut samurai pirate
cowgirl and soccer player

Byzantine Costumes Paper Dolls
2002-03-25
2 handsome dolls and 16 authentic costumes elaborately
decorated tunics brocaded silk stoles shirts enhanced with
patterned applique pantaloons of rich silk elaborate headdresses
and more
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Art Deco Fashions Paper Dolls 2005
introduced on a grand scale at the 1925 paris international
exposition the new art deco style expressed modernity and new
technologies that were changing the world in the realm of fashion
it was the new chic representing glamour luxury and a sleek style
tom tierney captures fashion highlights from that period in this
spectacular paper doll review two dolls and 28 costumes focus on
an array of dramatic creations by outstanding designers of the
early twentieth century included are a fur trimmed cloak with an
abstract modern design by paul poiret a tightly pleated and richly
colored gown by mariano fortuny helen dryden s day dress in stark
zebra stripes a daring two piece knit swimsuit featuring a bare
midriff as well as dramatic designs by sonia delaunay jeanne
lanvin coco chanel and other noted designers an additional page
features hats of the period everything from an exotic poiret turban
to schiaparelli s novel shoe hat an exciting display of elegant style
and cool sophistication this collection will not only delight paper
doll fans but will also thrill collectors and devotees of art deco

Paper Doll Design Studio 2013-02-20
four paper dolls 25 clothing stencils and 24 patterns offer design
materials for an endless array of style combinations includes a
versatile selection of shoes belts bags and scarves

Little Chinese Girl Paper Doll
1993-02-09
dress this little miss from the far east in 8 traditional full color
costumes among them an unusual straw raincoat and hat a long
cheongsam or hong kong sheath a floor length tibetan bridal dress
a multi layered garment worn by a cast member of the peking
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opera and 4 others

American Family of 1900-1920 Paper
Dolls in Full Color 1992-01-09
10 dolls 37 costumes recall american fashions at the beginning of
the century through wwi dresses sportswear military attire
wedding fashions children s styles more introduction descriptive
notes

Victorian Children Paper Dolls
1996-04-01
2 dolls boy and girl and 29 costumes for gardening a dinner party
formal dance boating tennis baseball other activities rendered with
period accuracy and precise detail

Best Friends Paper Dolls 1985
a celebrated paper doll artist of the 1930s queen holden created
books adored by children and adults alike today her vintage dolls
are particularly prized by collectors this collection features two
dolls a cherubic boy and girl with a wardrobe of more than 30
outfits plus accessories

Givenchy Paper Dolls 2013-07-01
three paper dolls model 30 of givenchy s elegant dresses suits
gowns and other garments from the 1950s 80s movie costumes
include audrey hepburn s little black dresses from sabrina and
breakfast at tiffany s
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Ballerina Paper Doll 1994
a charming young ballerina and eightbeautiful costumes from
favorite ballets including the nutcracker firebird sleeping beauty
petrouchka don quixote and more

Napoleon and Josephine Paper Dolls
2004-07-09
paper dolls fans and history buffs will treasure this collection
featuring one of the world s most famous and fascinating couples
figures of napoleon and his empress josephine are accompanied
by lavish costumes for their wedding coronation and other
important occasions 2 costumed dolls 14 additional costumes

Fashion Models Paper Dolls 2013-06-19
four reversible dolls and 16 pages of costumes include glamorous
outfits for photo shoots around the globe as well as parties galas
picnics and the traditional runway show finale a wedding
extravaganza

American Family Paper Dolls
2002-08-08
four families 34 dolls and 170 authentic costumes take children
and doll enthusiasts on a fun and educational journey through
american history from the 1650s to the 1860s
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Ziegfeld Girls Paper Dolls 2004-09-01
11 dolls model 30 costumes worn in lavish musical extravaganzas
figures of anna held helen morgan billie burke marilyn miller and
other stars

Romeo and Juliet Paper Dolls
2017-04-19
four dolls depict ardent romeo lovely juliet sympathetic friar
laurence and juliet s jolly nurse accompanied by 24 colorful and
authentic renaissance costumes plus assorted accessories and a
balcony scene on inside covers

Old-Fashioned Children Paper Dolls
1989-01-01
two appealing realistic dolls and 24 charming costumes all based
on actual dress of victorian period detailed carefully researched
apparel includes riding habit rose trimmed ballet costume sailor
suits ice skating outfits clothes for attending a birthday party more
numerous accessories

Naughty Girls Paper Dolls 2011-12-14
five dolls and 35 costumes re create the pin up art of the 1940s
and 50s activities range from ironing and taking a bubble bath to
dressing up as a french maid pirate or ballerina includes mature
content
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Kate Greenaway Paper Dolls 1981
4 delightful dolls 28 authentic period costumes based on 19th
century children s book illustrations
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